Coupling of minor motor events and epileptiform discharges with arousal fluctuations in NFLE.
We recently demonstrated that in nocturnal frontal lobe epilepsy (NFLE) highly stereotyped minor motor events (MMEs, in the form of short-lasting stereotyped movements involving the limbs, the axial musculature, and/or the head), could occur in either the presence or absence of an epileptiform discharge (ED). In lack of a systematic analysis, both MMEs and EDs were frequently observed to occur in association with arousal fluctuations. Hereby, in the same group of refractory NFLE subjects, we report a methodical neurophysiolgical investigation set out to investigate whether, and how, the arousal mechanism, monitored through visual scoring of the cyclic alternating pattern, modulates the expression of MMEs and EDs. The relationship of MMEs, EDs and arousal fluctuation was assessed in subjects explored using implanted electrodes. The occurrence of both EDs and MMEs was associated with higher level of arousal (p < 0.0001). Multivariate logistic regression analysis shows a significant effect of interaction of EDs and MMEs during CAP sleep (p < 0.001). Both MMEs and EDs are associated with arousal. We suggest that recurrence of EDs in itself can induce an increase in arousal level, which in turn, through a gate effect, facilitate the occurrence of MMEs. Thus, MMEs wouldn't be a direct effect of EDs, but rather originate from an indirect effect related to loss of cortical inhibition, which is secondary to arousal. In this perspective MMEs may be regarded as the result of aspecific dishinibition, triggered by internal epileptiform stimuli, of innate motor patterns generated by central pattern generators (CPGs). The CPG system might represent, through arousal facilitation, the substrate of the heterogeneous expression of MMEs in NFLE.